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Introduction:

This special article contains three dialogues on comparative law of trusts with the distinguished specialists in England, Scotland and Hungary.

The feature covers ① “The Essence of the Trust and the Ambiguity of the concept of Property” – transcript of the dialogue with Professor Paul Matthews, King’s College London, UK. Professor Matthews is an authority on English trust law, and he is also deeply versed in the trust systems in civil law countries and offshore jurisdictions,

② “Principles of European Trust Law and Draft Directive on ‘Protective Funds’” – transcript of the dialogue with Professor Kenneth Reid, University of Edinburgh. Professor Kenneth Reid is an authority on property law and feudal law in Scotland and he is also one of key persons in the movement of integrating trust law in Europe,

③ “Recognition and Introduction of the Trust in Hungary and Russia from the view of Comparative Law” – transcript of the dialogue with Professor Gábor Hamza, chair of the ELTE Romai Jogi Tanszek. Professor Hamza is an authority on Roman law and he has actively done marvelous comparative law research on over 80 jurisdictions.

I believe this special article will be interesting and useful for the people who are interested in the comparative law of trusts.
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